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HELICOPTER LIFT AT STATE
INSURANCE TOWER
The LT McGuinness team, led by Chris Overmeer and Marty
Sheenan are currently upgrading the existing HVAC system at the State Insurance tower. A challenging job which
requires working around tenants without disruption to the
towers operation. A helicopter has finished lifting a new air
conditioning system to the roof of one of Wellington's tallest buildings.
The Heliforce helicopter did seven loads from the Wellington wharves to the roof of 1 Willis St over the weekend and
Tuesday morning, pilot Rick Lucas said.
This was to install a new air conditioning unit in the building with the heaviest load of about 500kg. The final load
had to be done on Tuesday instead of during the weekend
because modifications were needed on it.

CUBA DIXON
Great progress is being made down at Cuba Dixon. Seen
here is (the base of) our new Leibherr 280 HCL crane. All
piling has now been completed with the ground works well
underway.
The first delivery of structural steel is scheduled for early in
the new year. Following the completion of the structure, the
retained facade panels weighing nearly 20 tonne each will
be lifted back into position, and carefully integrated into the
new facade.
The new building will house the hub of Whitireia + Weltec’s
creative arts centre with retail space on the ground floor
backing onto Cuba Street.

This first stage of work is expected to be completed mid
2016.

PARLIAMENT STAGE 3

ANZ FITOUT COMPLETION

Congratulations to those who completed the fitout of 171
Featherston Street. The hardy crew were recognised at
their own awards ceremony, receiving trophies for all their
hard work, it was a great result for Precinct and ANZ.

Tony, Gary, Declan and Wilson are now relaxing after doing
the hard yards to get the North East Pavillion at Parliament
House complete and clear of scaffolding for the Christmas
holidays. A great effort by all the team over the last 16
months has this prestigious project well on target. Looking
good guys!

LT MCGUINNESS AUCKLAND - UPDATE
East 2 is underway and we are full steam ahead stabilising
the site ready for Brian Perry’s to start Piling in January.
We now firmly have our stake in Auckland, site presenting
well amongst a number of other projects in the surrounding
area. The crane is going up early 2016.

PETE COLLECTS LONG SERVICE
AWARD FOR LTM’s 50 YEARS WITH
NZ MASTER BUILDERS

The team is building and we have a number of other
projects in the pipeline for later next year, it’s all happening
up here.
Huge thanks to ET for the satellite shot, phone home big
guy….
Welcome to LT McGuinness Auckland:
•
•
•
•
•

Takeshi Burden
Ignatuis Serfontein
Rowan Smith
Timo Havili
Sam and Ollie MacMillan

Great to have you guys on board.

WYNYARD EAST - 2 AERIAL PHOTO

SAME SHIRT - SAME JOB?

ST MARY OF THE ANGELS
The crew at SMOA have truly embraced the Christmas
spirit this year by adorning their gantry with an assortment
of Christmas lights. Whilst originally beginning as a passing joke on site, head management caught wind of the idea
and thought it to be a great investment in time and money.
And so one visit to Bunnings for bargain bin lights and
two full work days later, the 10-metre-tall Christmas tree
emerged. The ingenuity behind the creation and the level
of detail in the trees aesthetics are indicative of the high
performance the SMOA team have been going to on this
project.
The LED foliage was a hit with the guests of the SMOA Donors Christmas Function shortly afterwards. The invitees
were pleased to see their significant fund contributions towards the seismic strengthening of the project go towards
such lavish decorations, and were also assured the gantry
– a main feature of the project unto itself – has still been
fundamental to the progress of the strengthening works.
The gantry’s success is proven by the team having already
completed one of the five portals the gantry will be used
for, and by the structure being moved in only 10 minutes
when transported to the second portal. The scaffolding
structure success has also caught the attention of some
Cantabrians, who have begun to look into the engineering behind the structure for its potential application in the
prominent Christ Church Cathedral.

LTM FACILITIES + MAINTENANCE
STAFF PROFILE

Kieran Cannon - Concierge at CQW
Where is Christmas for you this year?
Christmas is in Morrinsville, in the heart of the mighty
Chiefs Country!
How long have you been at LT’s? I have been with LTM
since July this year but with the CQW project since April
2014.
What does a concierge do? On paper a concierge is
someone who helps out residents, guests and tenants
with any requests they need to take the ‘edges off life’.
Dry cleaning, deliveries, planning etc. At CQW its more
of a facilities role though which is facilitating access for
subbies, deliveries, servicing of building systems, building wash and stuff like that. So no two days are ever the
same which is quite nice.
Most memorable work moment of 2015? In my job
you deal with a lot of different people from all different
walks of life. I’d say the most memorable moment would
have been a typical windy Friday afternoon and a bunch
of containers blew off the port and headed straight for
CQW. My phone ran off the hook to let me know and
wondering what I was gunna do about it. Couldn’t exactly
dive in and drag them back to the port! Like it was the
kinda thing I could just get Louis and Richard to come
whip up in an afternoon. They got quite upset when I
explained that that was a little bit out of my hands. I
could go on all day so if anyone wants a story come and
see me. Joel Doran and Mark Oldfield would have some
doozeys from here too!
Who is the best subcontractor to work with? The ones
I deal with on a daily basis are Seven, John Leens and
NME. I don’t wanna name favourites or put noses out of
joints so I’ll just say ‘they all have strengths and weaknesses’. I am public relations after all!!
Any plans for 2016? Hopefully 2016 brings more experience under my belt and try and sponge as much learning from key people as I can. I like the practical stuff so
hopefully more time with the maintence lads. Another
trip to Raro would be nice too.

$50 DOLLARS GOES TO WHOEVER CAN PICK
WHAT THESE FOUR HAVE IN COMMON!

RUTHERFORD HOUSE UPDATE

FROM THE OFFICE
Merry Christmas from everyone up at the office. We hope
you have a great couple of weeks with family and friends
celebrating.
Be safe and see you next year!! LTM Office.

The Annex extension at Rutherford House is now well
underway, with the structure complete up to Level 5. The
plant room slab is set to be finished early in the new year.
Following from this, framing will commence to prepare the
façade for the new curtain wall. A fit out is then to follow
including the integration into the tower existing building.
All going to plan the boys down there will have this ready
for handover late 2016.
On the other side of the building, the Lambton Quay and
Podium extension was successfully handed over last
Friday 18th December (Great work lads). This will be home
to new offices and communal student areas on both the
ground and mezzanine level. As part of this the main entry
was refurbished and an interior fit out completed.
It certainly hasn’t been without its challenges, but with
some hard yards by all involved the team at Rutherford
House are well on track for a deserved break over the
Christmas period to ensure they are energised and ready
for what 2016 beholds.

SPECIAL MENTIONS
•

Congratulations to Steve Lowe on his recent
engagement.

•

Special Mention (or not so?) to the LTM go-karting
team who were unable to successfully defend the
NZIQS title which they previously held for two years.
They did however manage to secure a third place finish
and will no doubt be back next year.

NEW LTM CBD OFFICE
LT McGuinness Wellington has expanded to a downtown
office at the centre of Lambton Quay, at Vodafone on the
Quay. This office - at three times the size with only a third
of the occupants compared to the main office - is being
utilised as both a site office for the David Jones project,
and a hub for our many other centrally located projects in
the CBD. The neighbours appear to appreciate the hi-vis
attire that comes with LT’s, the professional atmosphere
the grand building provides will certainly impact positively
on the team. The most luxurious site office to date will
certainly grow in residents rapidly in the coming months,
as the central location will become hugely popular for occupants and clients alike. However, it has been noted that
the proximity to the Lambton Quay food-strip may prove
detrimental to their diets, and judging by their beer fridge
they have embraced a similar ‘Champagne Lifestyle’ to their
Auckland counterparts.

